Irreversible electroporation (IRE) has been shown to be an effective method of killing cells locally. In contrast to radiofrequency ablation, the mechanism by which cells are thought to die via IRE is the creation of pores in cell membranes, without substantial increase in tissue temperature. To determine the degree to which cell death is non-thermal, we evaluated IRE in porcine hepatocytes in vivo. Using pulse widths of 10 µs, bursts of 3 kV square-wave pulses were applied through a custom probe to the liver of an anesthetized pig. Affected tissue was evaluated histologically via stainings of hematoxylin & eosin (H&E), nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) to monitor cell respiration and TUNEL to gauge apoptosis. Temperature was measured during the application of electroporation, and heat transfer was modeled via finite element analysis. Cell death was calculated via Arrhenius kinetics. Four distinct zones were observed within the ring return electrode; heat-fixed tissue, coagulation, necrotic, and viable. The Arrhenius damage integral estimated complete cell death only in the first zone, where the temperature exceeded 70C, and partial or no cell death in the other zones, where maximum temperature was approximately 45C. Except for a limited area near the electrode tip, cell death in IRE is predominantly due to a non-thermal mechanism.
Introduction
Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) of non-resectable malignant and non-malignant tumors has been shown to be equally effective as surgical resection with acceptable morbidity and mortality rates (1) . During an RFA procedure, the tumor is heated directly by conductive currents to a temperature sufficient to cause cell death. Although the effects of supraphysiological temperatures on thermal damage is a rate process dependent on the time course of the heating process, the temperature history, and the mechanical state of stress the target tissue is experiencing (2), most RFA procedures rapidly increase the tissue temperature to a sufficiently high level that makes reaching a target temperature a reliable marker of tissue damage. The pattern of heating is related to the current density in the tissue, which depends on the size and spacing of the electrodes used to apply the current. The most commonly used RFA probe is a monopolar (active) probe and a dispersive electrode to form a complete circuit. The active electrode has a small surface area with respect to the return electrode and produces high current density in the tissue, while the large size of the return electrode assures a current density low enough to not heat the tissue. The frequency of the current is chosen to be high enough to avoid unwanted stimulation of excitable cells (such as cardiac and muscle) during the application (3) . The RF current is simply used as a means to heat the tissue; there is no clinically significant electrical interaction within the tissue.
RFA can be performed percutaneously or with laparoscopic assistance. This can significantly reduce the morbidity associated with surgical resection (4) . A disadvantage of RFA is the collateral morbidity associated with some tumors (5) . Thermal necrosis is also controlled by a time-temperaturestress relationship, but under conditions of constant stress can be described by the Arrhenius rate equation (6) . The Joule heating can be considered a distributed heat source in the tissue and is proportional to the current density, which is related to the electrical conductivity of the tissue. The specific absorption rate (SAR) is the quantity of power absorbed by tissue when exposed to RF current:
where s is the electrical conductivity, E is the electric field and r is the density of the tissue. Therefore a more conductive tissue (such as blood) can be a greater source of heat within the tissue. But, the increase of temperature in the tissue due to this heating is determined by the conductive heat equation; thermal conductivity, blood perfusion and fluid flow in a vessel (blood or bile) will each affect the temperature of the tissue. Therefore there is selective heating of the tissue; less perfused, highly conductive tissue will heat the most, while tissue surrounding a large artery will heat the least.
While the intent of thermal therapy is to kill tumor cells, extra-cellular proteins will also be heated and can be denatured, leading to permanent damage to the tissue infrastructure including vital structures (blood vessels, nerves, ducts, etc.). For example, a tumor which is centrally located in a liver lobe will be near bile ducts. As the tumor is heated, the nearby bile duct will be heated by current flow as well as by heat conducted by nearby tissue at a higher temperature. This may lead to thermal coagulation of periductal tissue, fibroplasia and contracture causing a narrowing of the bile duct and potentially a blockage. In another situation, a tumor that is located at the periphery of the liver lobe, near the transverse colon, may conduct heat to the adjacent colon causing thermal damage which may lead to colonic perforation. Morbidities such as these can only be eliminated by actively cooling the structure (bile duct) or moving the structure (colon) away from the heat source. Cooling by blood flow can also impede the killing of tumor cells near a blood vessel. It has been reported that perivascular tissue (tumor) remains viable near vessels greater than 3 mm diameter after RF therapy (7) due to this "heat sink" effect.
Electroporation of tissue has been studied for over 50 years (8) . It is now well known that an exogenous electric field can change the permeability of the cell membrane to molecules, enabling the molecules to flow into the cytoplasm (9), a phenomenon used to enhance the effect of the neoplastic chemotherapeutic agents, bleomycin (10) and cisplatin (11) . It is also well known that increasing the electric field in-situ can cause irreversible cell damage leading to cell death without substantially raising the temperature of the tissue (12) . Recently, it has been suggested that irreversible electroporation (IRE) could be a useful alternative to thermal therapies as a method of tumor ablation (13, 14) . An electric field of 637 V/cm dosed repetitively with eight pulses of 100 µs width has been shown to kill healthy rabbit hepatocytes (15) . Theoretically, non-thermal IRE has some advantages over thermal therapies, eliminating the aforementioned morbidities and the heat sink effect.
More than a single pulse is required to cause cell death with IRE (16, 17) . Increasing the total number of pulses applies more energy to the tissue and will eventually heat it. A characteristic difference between the RFA waveform and the IRE waveform is that RFA is a true alternating current (AC) waveform while IRE is a monophasic waveform. However, both can cause Joule heating from the conduction current. Therefore one should pay attention to the total energy.
In this study we examined histopathological tissue changes induced by short pulse/high voltage irreversible electroporation and determined whether these changes could be explained in terms of finite element modeling of thermal effects alone.
Materials and Methods

Surgical Procedure
The single pig used in this study was handled and maintained in accordance with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act (9 CFR Parts 1&2) and its amendments. The study was approved by the Ethicon Endo-Surgery Animal Care and Use Committee as conforming to the standards promulgated in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 1996 (NRC, ILAR and National Academy Press).
All procedures were performed with the pig under a surgical plane of general anesthesia maintained by isoflurane inhalation after induction with Telazol ® and ketamine. During anesthesia, the animal was continuously monitored for temperature, pulse, respiration, cardiac rhythm and ECG wave form, and circulating oxygen blood levels.
The pig was subjected to liver ablations through a laparotomy. Multiple applications were made directly into the liver with a custom probe (Figure 1 ). The electrodes were made from stainless steel; the inner needle was sharpened hypodermic tubing with an outer diameter of 1 mm. A 20 bevel was cut on the distal end of the electrode to decrease the penetration force into the liver. The outer ground ring had a diameter of 5 cm and rested on the surface of the liver. A ring electrode was used to fix a relationship that generated radially symmetric and predictable field lines for modeling purposes. This configuration differs from what is used in clinical practice, where two electrodes are utilized in target tissue, since the tissue damage adjacent to the ring electrode is not desirable. The experiment was performed in an open surgery setting, with the liver exposed. The custom fixture with ring electrode was held directly on the naturally moist surface of the liver with light pressure to assure electrode contact.
Two fiber optic temperature sensors (Fiso Technologies, Quebec, QC, Canada) were used to measure the tissue temperature. The first was placed at the distal tip of the needle electrode, the second 1 cm peripheral to the center electrode and 1 cm deep into the tissue.
The generator produces a series of square wave pulses sent in bursts. The total number of pulses per burst and the delay time between each burst determine the average power of the entire dose over time. The total number of bursts determines the total energy. Varying these parameters allowed us to study their effect on the total kill zone and the pathway of cell death.
The settings for both the model and experiment were the same. Monophasic square wave pulses with amplitude 3 kV and 10 µs pulse width were delivered. The dose consisted of a total of 300 pulses, grouped into 20 bursts, each containing of 15 pulses. Within each burst, the 15 pulses were delivered with a frequency of 200 Hz. There were 5 seconds delay between the end of one burst and the beginning of the next burst.
The pig was maintained under anesthesia for six hours after treatment, and then euthanized. Multiple previous studies have been performed in our laboratory using pigs to document the percentage cell death and the lesion size at various time points after IRE ablation in the liver. It was determined from these that the six hours interval consistently produces a lesion with the same size as is seen at 24 hours. The percentage cell death within the lesion is in the 85-90% range at 6 hours and 93-98% at 24 hours. For the purposes of this study it was decided that marginal value would be accomplished by recovering the animal from anesthesia in order to obtain 24 hours samples, therefore anesthesia was maintained for 6 hours before the animal was euthanized, thus providing the most humane method of gathering the data. The liver was removed and ablation sites were identified and collected for histopathological analysis. Each ablation was removed as a cylinder of tissue with the central electrode axis perpendicular to the liver surface, and a diameter greater than the ground ring electrode. The cylinder was sectioned parallel to the liver surface at 5 and 10 mm depths. The superficial segment was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 2200C for vital staining using nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT). The deeper segment was immersed in triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) for 60 minutes, and then transferred to 10% buffered formalin for 12 hours. At that time the 5 mm deep cut surface was photographed and the specimen returned to buffered formalin until sections were processed and stained with H&E or terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) stains. Tissue morphology was described primarily from the H&E sections, while TUNEL stained sections were used to identify the extent of apoptosis.
The frozen and fixed liver samples were transferred to Premier Laboratory, LLC (Longmont, CO 80504) for histology processing. A set of three large-format (2 3 3 inch) slides was made for each of the four liver lesions created by the procedure. The formalin fixed tissues were stained with either H&E or TUNEL. Cell nuclei with DNA fragmentation stain red with TUNEL, which is believed to be a sensitive indicator of apoptosis. Sections made from the frozen samples were stained for NADH using the NBT stain. The experimental device used to apply the electrical pulses in the liver lobes. Each needle electrode has a diameter of 1 mm and has insulation beginning 1 cm from the distal tip. The electrode was inserted 1.5 cm into the liver tissue. The temperature was measured and recorded at the end of the positive electrode and at a location 1 cm distal to the positive electrode.
Finite Element Modeling
Finite element modeling (FEM) is an excellent tool to aid in understanding how the variables affect the outcome. FEM has been applied to RFA (18, 19) , as well as with IRE (12, 20, 21) . The model uses theory to calculate tissue temperatures and voltage thresholds as a result of certain settings and geometry. The histology photographs demonstrate the experimental results of the same settings. Matching the FEM to the experimental results allows us to understand what type of damage resulted from the voltage threshold and thermal history at particular points within each zone. We modeled and analyzed the application in liver as shown in Figure 1 . The liver was modeled as a three dimensional homogeneous mass of tissue. Although attempts have been made to model at a cellular level (22, 23) , our interest was in the histology at a macro level. At this scale reasonably accurate results have been achieved (18) .
Modeling a homogenous section of liver allowed us to use symmetry and reduce computation time, therefore one quarter of the model was analyzed. The boundary conditions were set as thermal insulation, implying that heat loss was negligible. The temperature at the boundary did increase slightly near the electrode, but in the outer zones the increase was only a few degrees. We examined the tissue deeper in the surface and therefore to reduce computational complexity, we ignored cooling from the surface.
The geometric domains were created using SpaceClaim Engineer (SpaceClaim Corp., Concord MA, USA) and exported to Comsol Multiphysics (Comsol, Inc., Burlington MA, USA) for the analysis. To determine the distribution of the electric field the Laplace equation was solved.
The Pennes bioheat equation was solved to calculate the temperature distribution in the tissue: [3] where r is the tissue density (1050 kg/m The product of the electric field and the current density was used as the spatial heat source (Joule heating) and the heating due to metabolism was considered insignificant because our calculations showed that the heating due to the applied field was 9 orders of magnitude greater than values reported in the literature (25) , therefore Equation [3] becomes:
where J is the current density (A/m 2 ), and E is the electric field (V/m).
The current flow in biological tissue is proportional to the electrical conductivity, which is a function of temperature (19, 25) and is modeled as:
where for liver tissue s 0 5 0.2 S 21 and a 5 0.015 T
21
. As the tissue is heated, the conductivity will change which will affect the distribution of the heat source within the tissue. Electroporation will itself also affect the conductivity. Furthermore, the value of the electric field at each point will change as the conductivity changes to satisfy the Laplace equation. The current density will have the highest value near the electrodes which will be where the tissue will heat the greatest. The settings for the application that was modeled were 3 kV, 10 µs pulse width, 15 pulses per burst, 200 Hz pulse rate, 20 bursts and a 5 seconds delay between each burst. The electrical parameters chosen reflect a practical aggregation of factors that influence speed of delivery, size of lesion, tissue temperature and host reactions. At the chosen parameters, muscle contractions were minimal and did not require synchronization of the pulses with heart beat.
Arrhenius Damage Model
The damage caused by heating the tissue is estimated by the Arrhenius rate equation which describes the temperature dependency of chemical reactions (26) (27) (28) : [7] where:
The damage integral was calculated by trapezoidal integration of Equation 8 , using temperatures at timepoints provided by the model. A value of W 5 1 has been reported as the point at which thermal damage begins and W 5 4.6 is the value where thermal damage is complete (8) .
Results
Histopathology
Circular lesions, each with tissue effects in a concentric zoned pattern were examined. Figures 2A, 2B , and 2C show the overall zonation of effects as observed by low magnification scans of the three stains employed in this study. The NBT stain for NADH ( Figure 2C ) was negative in zones 1 and 2, weakly positive in zone 3, strongly positive in zone 4, and weakly positive or negative in zone 5 under the ring electrode. The TUNEL stain for fragmented DNA ( Figure 2B ) was mostly negative in zones 1 and 2, but strongly positive in zone 3, the hemorrhagic zone. TUNEL staining was mostly negative or showed scattered small patches of positivity in zone 4, and finally there were scattered positively staining individual cells under the ring electrode in zone 5. The descriptions below represent the zones in order, from the central penetrating electrode to the outer ring electrode observed from the H&E stained sections (Figure 2A ).
Zone 1, the area immediately surrounding the central electrode, was the central zone of tissue destruction and was one to two liver lobules in diameter. In this zone there was loss of tissue architecture, and extensive hemorrhage. Hepatocyte ghosts could be identified in H&E sections; parenchymal areas showed only pale pink outlines of cell membranes with even paler cell contents. A medium sized artery on the periphery of this zone showed hemorrhage and necrosis in the vessel wall, with early thrombus development characterized by laminar accretion of fibrin and erythrocytes. Accompanying veins showed massive accumulations of neutrophils. An accompanying bile duct showed occasional apoptotic cells, but appeared otherwise normal.
The zone of coagulation, zone 2, was one to two lobules thick. In this zone, hepatocyte nuclei appeared pyknotic, i.e., homogenous and dark, with loss of the normal nuclear chromatin pattern. Many erythrocytes had apparently been lysed, and appeared as flocculent pink material or ghosts in sinusoids. Hepatocyte cytoplasm appeared slightly condensed, making the space of Disse appear prominent. Near the outer edge of this region, sinusoids appeared dilated and blood filled.
In zone 3, which was approximately five to six lobules thick, the predominant features were congestion and hemorrhage.
There was marked sinusoidal congestion with hemorrhage into the space of Disse. Hepatocyte nuclei appeared slightly pyknotic with some margination of chromatin. Hepatocyte cytoplasm was condensed, often with small clear peripheral vacuoles. The effects were not homogeneous within this zone; mid-and centrilobular areas sometimes appeared more like the central coagulative zone with red cell lysis, while peripheral lobular areas showed more congestion and hemorrhage.
At the outer edge of the hemorrhagic zone 3, some liver lobules showed patchy necrosis, often with distinct zonation of effects in mid-and centrilobular anatomic areas, while at the lobular peripheries, hepatocytes appeared near normal. In the transition zone between clearly necrotic and apparently normal, there was often a zone of hepatocyte nuclear karyorrhexis (fragmentation).
In the next zone, zone 4, there was occasional patchy hepatocyte necrosis, generally in mid-lobular areas. However, most zone 4 hepatocytes appeared normal out to the beginning of zone 5, the area under the ring electrode (where present in section). The area under the electrode ring showed areas of necrosis, with pyknosis, karyorrhexis, and hemorrhage. Where present in the section (rarely), zone 6, the area outside the ring electrode, appeared normal.
The reporting pathologist concluded that there was distinct zonation of observable effects caused by the pulsed electrical field 6 hours after it was applied to the liver of an anesthetized pig.
There were two notable patterns observed. First, at this time period, the killing effect declined with distance from the central electrode, except directly under the outer ring electrode. Second, within zones with substantial but not complete tissue destruction, there was often an anatomic pattern to the damage, with the mid-lobular areas apparently being the most sensitive to the effects of IRE, while peripheral lobular areas, and to a lesser extent, centrilobular areas tended to be spared.
Finite Element Modeling
The models were run on an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.07 GHz with 12.0 GB of RAM. The tetrahedral mesh generated for each model had 27,277 elements and 61,164 degrees of freedom. The solution time was 11 hours. and 1 cm temperatures were recorded. A point in each zones 1, 2 and 3 were analyzed (red dots in Figure 2C ). The accumulated damage in zone 1 shows thermal damage (W 5 4.6 at 70 seconds) while zones 2 and three do not (zone 2 max W 5 0.2 and zone 3 max W 5 0.03). Cell death continues until the temperature decreases, which occurs sometime after pulses are stopped. Apoptosis is one avenue of cell death observed, and this is progressive over at least 18 to 24 hours after IRE ablation.
The results of the histological analysis and finite element modeling are summarized in Table I .
Discussion and Conclusion
We intentionally created a lesion which contains thermal damage as well as cell death due to IRE. The experimental plot in Figure 4 shows that the tissue at the electrode was damaged thermally while the tissue at the 1 cm location did not reach a time-temperature-load combination sufficient to cause thermal damage (yet cells were dead at the 1 cm location). The temperature at the central electrode reached a point where the tissue was heat-fixed (Zone 1).
Immediately surrounding that was a zone of coagulation which suggests protein denaturation results from the timetemperature-load conditions during treatment (Zone 2). Intra-vascular thrombosis was found within these 2 zones, compounding the tissue damage resultant from electrical field changes.
The clinical impact of this relates to how the body resolves the damage. Heat fixed or coagulated protein is treated as a sterile foreign body which must be isolated by the innate immune system and slowly digested by enzymatic action. The accumulation of white blood cells in veins within and around these zones attests to the beginning of that response. The lack of TUNEL staining in these two zones is an indicator that the cell death pathway did not include apoptosis. The outer edge of zone 2 does begin to show blood-filled sinusoids which are probably the transition to hemorrhage seen in the next zone.
Zone 3 shows little indication of thermal injury. Hemorrhage, nuclear pyknosis, and intra-cellular vacuolation appear have a patchy distribution. Toward the outer edge of this zone the liver architecture seems to be influencing the patchy distribution. Within each liver lobule the center was abnormal while the periphery not obviously so. In between these was a layer of nuclear fragmentation.
Since we know from 24 hours survival studies that complete cell death takes more than the 6 hours observed here, we could be observing the distribution pattern of cells on their way to death in this zone. This is supported by the high incidence of TUNEL stained nuclei indicating an apoptotic pathway of cell death. Speculation about why some Figure 4 . The damage is that calculated from thermal exposure and does not include direct electroporation effects. hepatocytes might be more resistant to apoptosis induced by the electrical field effects should include the fact that blood reaching the centrilobular region of the liver is oxygen-depleted.
Zone 4 is outside of the area that cells uniformly die. The occasional focus of cell death in this zone begs the question as to the uniformity of electrical field distribution. There appear to be some "less vulnerable" spots within zone 3, and some "more sensitive" spots within zone 4. There is probably some unidentified pathway(s) of least electrical resistance through the tissue, a possibility supported by the widely variable degree of injury immediately under the negative ring electrode (zone 5).
The all-or-nothing phenomenon of protein coagulation or heat fixation is not characteristic of the electrical field tissue changes. The factors that determine the cell death pathway to be lytic, apoptotic, or delayed lysis are not clearly differentiated by anatomy or proximity to the positive electrode.
There is clearly an electrical field strength level below which cell death is not induced, but whether the fine discrimination of cell death pathway and timing is purely by electrical field strength, or a combination of field strength and local factors like oxygenation, age of cell, nutritional status or stage of replication is not apparent. This study is a picture of one moment in the 18-24 hours process of complete expression of the effects of a pulsed electrical field.
While the critical cell death electric field threshold of 637 V/cm has been reported for a pulse width of 100 µs and 8 pulses, we have observed an IRE threshold in the range of 800 V/cm to 900 V/cm for a 10 µs pulse width. This pulse width is closer to the typical cell membrane charging time in mammals on the order of 100 ns, at which width the membrane is affected. Furthermore, at low average powers, thermal effects should not occur (30, 31) . Figure 5 is the NADH stained slide with the predicted location of 800 V/cm to 900 V/cm as well as a 450 V/cm to 500 V/cm ranges. This increase in threshold may be due to changes in conductivity following electroporation, which will modify the electric field distribution in the vicinity of the electrode. We also believe that the change in the threshold may be related to tissue heating. The temperature-dependent electrical conductivity will shift the electric field as the tissue is heated. Benz et al. reported a temperature dependency of the membrane breakdown voltage (32) . The higher threshold is located 2.1 cm from the center. The predicted temperature at the end of the treatment for that location is 45°C.
Limitations of this study include the fact that only a single pig was used for multiple applications. To demonstrate repeatability, additional studies should be performed with more than one animal.
We have not attempted to take into account the increase of tissue conductivity due to electroporation in our modeling. While we have observed a change of electrical conductivity as a function of electric field strength, since we are calculating the current by integrating the current density over the electrode surface, we cannot account for the transient changes in the conductivity due to the intense electric field. Our experience has taught us that the changes in electrical conductivity due to temperature changes are much greater.
During IRE a substantial increase in temperature accompanied by thermal cell death only occurs within a limited region around the electrodes. Outside this small region, the temperature is minimal, and death occurs by a non-thermal cell membrane poration mechanism. Overlay of two ranges of the predicted electric field range. The necrotic edge was expected to be in the 800 V/cm to 900 V/cm range. The actual necrotic edge aligns with a range of 450 V/cm to 500 V/cm. The discontinuities are due to the use of symmetry; the electric field solution was copied and rotated to create a complete diameter. The outer circle represents the ground ring electrode.
